Above you will see four rings of letters; each ring is an anagram that will yield an answer when solved. This is no ordinary anagram, however! Rather than mix the individual letters, these anagrams swap around bigrams (and sometimes trigrams). A bigram is any string of two consecutive letters located in a word.

Comparing Normal Anagrams and This Anagram:
MOUSE → UMSOE
MOUSE → MO OU US SE → OUSEUSMO

And that's not all! These are in a circle, so you won't know where it ends or begins. For each letter, you must determine if it is part of a bigram or trigram. From there you must decide if you're looking at the beginning, middle or end of the letter string. Have fun, and get cracking!
For each word below, add a block from the bottom anywhere so as to form a new word. Once this is done, again add another block to make another word. (Each time you add a block it must be a real word.) You can not pluralize in order to reach this two block goal, and you can't use the same block more than once.

```
APE  AFE
LATE  LATE
OLD  OLD
ITCH  ITCH
ROVE  ROVE
```
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Drawing A Blank

Draw the state of Nevada from memory!
TRIVIA MASTER

In this game, you will face 5 brutal trivia questions. Get at least 3 correct, and you earn the title Trivia Master!

1. What are the only two diseases completely eradicated by humanity?
2. The Yapese people are known to use what commodity as a form currency?
3. What are the structures on top of a giraffe’s head called?
4. Who in American history was known as "Old Fuss and Feathers"?
5. In which year was the Eiffel Tower completed?

THREBUS

Below are three rebus puzzles. A rebus is a visual representation of known words or sayings. Determine what each means.
Play the Poet

What's this? As you sit down at a table, you notice a poem has been left behind on a sheet of paper. A closer inspection reveals that some of the words have been cut out, though you are unsure if this was committed by a mischievous third party or the poet themselves. Regardless, the aforementioned words are nearby. Perhaps you can determine where they were meant to go?

Transcend

Remove thyself from the cities,
Filled with and their
Seek in the wood
And live the way a good man should.
low, and the treble
In every flower, tree and pebble.
The sun is despite the breeze:
My in seas.

bend people verdant
adrift bones refuge
hear holy pities
warm